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WELCOME TO THE CUMMINGS 
PEPPERDINE CRYPTIONARY
A dictionary of crypto terms.

Cummings Pepperdine is a unique advisory firm for the alternative assets 
industry, advising on law, FCA and tax. 

You can find all our publications online at  cummingspepperdine.com/pep-publications/  

and contact us by emailing info@cummingspepperdine.com

ADVANCED ANALYTICS
The use of mathematical and statistical 

formulas and Algorithmic trading to generate 

new information, recognise patterns in data 

and predict outcomes and their respective 

probabilities.

 

ALGORITHM
A set of computational rules to be followed 

in calculations and in other problem  

solving exercises.

ALGORITHMIC TRADING
Using a computer Algorithm to trade 

financial instruments, with the algorithm 

determining the individual parameters 

of orders (such as whether to initiate the 

order, the timing, price or quality of the 

order and how to manage the order after its 

submission) and where there is limited or no 

human intervention.

 

AIFMD
The Alternative Investment Fund Managers 

Directive (AIFMD), an EU direction which 

was onshored post-Brexit and which puts in 

place a comprehensive framework for the 

regulation of alternative investment fund 

managers. It generally includes those trading 

cryptoassets via a fund.

ANTI-MONEY 
LAUNDERING RULES
The rules which apply to entities to prevent 

the exchange money or assets that were 

obtained criminally for money or other 

assets that are ‘clean’. Money laundering also 

includes money that’s used to fund terrorism, 

however it’s obtained. The FCA is the are the 

anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist 

financing supervisor of UK cryptoasset 

businesses.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(AI)
Information technology systems that perform 

functions and tasks normally requiring 

human intelligence. Examples of use include 

speech recognition/natural language 

processing and machine learning.

BIGTECH
Large, well-established technology 

companies which provide financial products 

and services or products that are very similar 

to financial products and can include  

crypto products. 

 

BOE FINTECH 
ACCELERATOR
A Bank of England (BoE) initiative by which 

the BoE partners with firms to help the 

BoE understand of how technological 

https://cummingspepperdine.com/pep-publications/
mailto:info%40cummingspepperdine.com?subject=
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innovation could impact its policy objectives, 

and specifically financial stability. The BoE 

carries out proofs of concept on use cases that 

could enable it to function more efficiently and 

effectively.

 

BIG DATA
The use of digital tools and information systems 

(such as powerful processors, software and 

algorithms) to generate, collect, store and 

process high volumes of different types of data 

at high velocity from different types of sources, 

often in real time. The FCA talks about the three 

“Vs”: volume variety and velocity.

 

BITCOIN
The first decentralised, digital currency. It used 

open-source, peer-to-peer technology to operate 

with no central authority or banks. Instead, 

managing transactions and the issuing of bitcoins 

is carried out collectively by the network

BLOCKCHAIN
A type of database that is decentralised, 

distributed, and self-proving, which provides a 

shared record of information that is maintained 

and updated by a network of computers rather 

than a central authority. It is a type of distributed 

ledger technology (DLT) that has a specific set 

of features, organising its data in a chain of 

blocks. Each block contains data that is verified, 

validated and then “chained” to the next block. 

Although blockchain is a subset of DLT, through 

popular use, it has become a generic term for all 

DLT projects. Its best-known application in the 

financial services sector is Bitcoin.

 

CONSENSUS MECHANISM
A method for validating entries into a distributed 

database and keeping the database secure. 

In cryptocurrency the database is blockchain 

which means that the consensus mechanism 

secures the blockchain.

CUMMINGS PEPPERDINE
What can we say? The leading firm for crypto, 

fund and investment law and regulatory issues 

in the United Kingdom. We’re also quite good at 

tax and accounting. Happy to meet you here.

 

CROWDFUNDING
A means by which individuals and businesses 

can raise money from the public to support a 

business, project, campaign or individual, usually 

through online platforms. The business or 

individual seeking financing explains the project 

being financed in a pitch to attract loans and 

investment from as many parties as possible. 

The FCA identifies four types of crowdfunding, 

of which only two (loan-based crowdfunding 

and investment-based crowdfunding) are 

regulated. The unregulated two are donation-

based crowdfunding and pre-payment/rewards-

based crowdfunding.

 

CRYPTIONARY
This is it. Enjoy!

CRYPTOASSETS
A broad term used by regulators and 

governments to refer to a cryptographically 

secured digital representation of value or 

contractual rights that use some forms of 

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) and can be 

stored, transferred or traded electronically. They 

comprise a range of different forms, referred 

to by UK regulators as tokens. The term is 

also used more generally to distinguish Digital 

currency and assets from Fiat currency. The 

FCA has created a framework for categorising 

crypotoassets.
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CRYPTOCURRENCY
A type of digital currency that uses 

cryptographic encryption to validate and 

secure transactions. Major cryptocurrencies 

include Bitcoin (the first decentralised 

cryptocurrency), Ethereum, Litecoin and 

Ripple. Cryptocurrencies are sometimes 

unregulated tokens.

CRYPTOASSET EXCHANGE 
PROVIDERS
These are firms which exchange, arrange or 

make arrangements (whether automated or 

otherwise) for the exchange of money (i.e. 

fiat currency) and cryptoassets; or of one 

cryptoasset for another. They need to be 

registered with the FCA for this business.

CUSTODIAN WALLET 
PROVIDERS
These are firms that provide services to 

safeguard, or to safeguard and administer: 

cryptoassets or private cryptographic keys on 

behalf of its customers, or which hold, store 

and transfer cryptoassets. They need to be 

registered with the FCA for this business.

DAO
Meaning Decentralized Autonomous 

Organization, a DAO is a automated 

and decentralized organization which is 

unaffiliated with any particular nation-state 

and runs on blockchain and smart contracts. 

Generally it may manage open source, 

blockchain-based projects or make crypto 

investments.

  

DECENTRALISED FINANCE 
(DEFI)
DeFi refers to an automated form of 

traditional financial products and services 

that operates using digital Smart contract 

which are built on the blockchain. Accessible 

to anyone with an internet connection, DeFi 

platforms use decentralised apps which 

are not controlled by a central authority 

(“dapps”) to enable transactions between 

DeFi participants without the need for a 

centralised financial intermediary (ie a broker, 

exchange or bank).

 

DIGITAL CURRENCY
Also known as virtual currency. A digital 

representation of value exists electronically 

and functions as a medium of exchange, a 

unit of account and a store of value. They 

are not issued or backed by government or 

other public authority (unlike Fiat currency) 

but are issued and usually controlled by 

their developers and used and accepted 

among the members of a specific virtual 

community as a means of payment that can 

be transferred, stored or traded electronically. 

Digital currencies include credits for 

computer games used as a medium of 

exchange within the computer games where 

these are issued, as well as e-money and 

cryptocurrency. Although initially designed to 

be used to make payments, many are now 

held as speculative assets by investors.

 

DIGITAL SANDBOX
A controlled, supervised space that provides 

successful applicants with access to a 

range of high-quality synthetic data assets 

to test and develop their propositions and a 

focused ecosystem to accelerate early-stage 

development. The FCA launched a digital 

sandbox to support products and services at 

earlier stages of development.
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DISRUPTIVE FINTECH
Novel and more radical innovations in 

technology that aim to disrupt established 

financial services markets and the business 

models of entities operating in these markets, or 

establish new markets for financial products and 

services. The opposite of non-disruptive  

FinTech, obvs. 

 

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER 
TECHNOLOGY (DLT)
A publicly available electronic medium of 

exchange that features a permissionless 

distributed ledger where all participants can read 

everything, but no single user controls the ability 

to write anything, and a decentralised system 

for exchanging value. Blockchain is one type of 

distributed ledger that organises data into blocks 

that are chained together in an append only 

mode and all cryptoassets utilise various forms 

of DLT (blockchain or other). 

 

DOUBLE-SPEND
The risk that a digital currency can be spent 

twice because digital information can be 

reproduced, which is in contrast to physical 

money. Many saw potential in Bitcoin as is 

solved this problem. Theft however can allow 

double spend.

E-MONEY TOKENS
Any token that satisfies the definition of 

e-money in regulation 2(1) of, and are not 

otherwise excluded under, the Electronic 

Money Regulations 2011 (SI 2011/99) (EMRs). 

Firms must ensure they have they are properly 

authorised and have the correct permissions 

under the Financial Services and Markets Act 

2000 (FSMA) to carry on activities involving 

e-money tokens.

  

EXCHANGE TOKENS
Tokens that are not issued or backed by any 

central authority and are intended and designed 

to be used as a means of exchange. Usually, a 

decentralised tool for buying and selling goods 

and services without traditional intermediaries. 

They may fall outside the FCA’s regulatory 

perimeter.

  

FCA 
The Financial Conduct Authority of the United 

Kingdom. The FCA is the conduct regulator for 

financial services firms and financial markets 

in the UK. It is also the anti-money laundering 

and counter-terrorist financing supervisor of UK 

cryptoasset businesses.

FCA INNOVATE
Launched in 2014, this is an initiative of the FCA 

as an innovation facilitator aimed to promote 

competition in the interest of consumers, help 

new and established business (both regulated 

and non-regulated) tackle regulatory barriers 

and introduce innovative financial products to 

the market. Innovate support and services has 

multiple strands such as the Regulatory sandbox 

and the Digital sandbox.

 

FIAT CURRENCY
Also known as fiat money. Money that a 

government has issued and declared to be legal 

tender, but which is not backed by a physical 

commodity such as gold (which means that 

its value is not derived from the material from 

which it is made). 

https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/6-509-4712?originationContext=document&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/2-509-4709?originationContext=document&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/2-509-4709?originationContext=document&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
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FIFTH ANTI-MONEY 
LAUNDERING DIRECTIVE 
(5AMLD) 
EU legistion which applies in the UK, this 

directive bought certain cryptoassets within 

its remit, with the FCA as the UK’s regulatory 

body. Specifically, poviders of exchange 

services between virtual currencies and fiat 

currencies (i.e. platforms used to exchange 

money for cryptocurrency) as well as 

custodian wallet providers are within its remit 

and those providing these services must be 

registered with the FCA.

FINTECH
An umbrella term describing technology-

enabled innovation in financial services, 

regardless of the nature or size of the entity 

providing the services, that could result in  

new business models, applications, 

processes and products. 

 

FORK
A fork in the blocks of data which form 

a blockchain, a fork happens when a 

community makes a change to the 

blockchain’s protocol.  The chain forks, 

producing a second blockchain that shares 

all of its history with the original, but sets off 

in a new direction.

FSMA
The Financial Services and Markets Act 

2000. The primary piece of financial services 

legislation in the United Kingdom, it also 

created the FCA as the UK’s regulator for 

insurance, investment business and banking, 

and the Financial Ombudsman Service to 

resolve disputes as a free alternative to  

the courts.

GAMING GUILDS
Part of GameFi, gamaing guilds provide 

gamers with the necessary funds and tools to 

participate in blockchain-based online games 

a “pay-to-win” model and thus provide 

gamers in exchange for a cut of players’ 

earnings.

GLOBAL FINANCIAL 
INNOVATION NETWORK 
(GFIN)
Formally launched in January 2019, an 

international group of financial regulators 

and related organisations, which includes 

the FCA and whose objective is to create a 

new framework for co-operation between 

financial services regulators on innovation 

related topics, sharing different experiences 

and approaches.

 

IMMUNITABILITY
Unchangable, and so a key features 

of blockchain technology. Immutable 

transactions make it impossible for any entity 

to manipulate, replace, or falsify data stored 

on a blockchain network.

INITIAL COIN OFFERING 
(ICO)
Also known as a token sale or a coin sale 

(see Tokens). A digital way of raising finance 

online from the public using digital currency 

and DLT. The issuer issues a proprietary 

digital coin or token against payment in a 

cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin or Ether. The 

digital coin or token issued is related to a 

specific firm or project. It may represent a 

share in a firm, a pre-payment voucher for 

future services or have no discernible value 

at all. ICOs vary widely in design and types 

and are often projects that are in a very early 

stage of development.
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INNOVATION HUB
An institutional arrangement in which both 

regulated and unregulated entities engage with 

the competent authority to discuss FinTech-

related issues and clarify how their proposed 

or actual business models comply with the 

regulatory framework in place. The FCA 

provides direct support to business through its 

Innovation Hub.

  

MACHINE LEARNING
The ability of computers to learn without being 

explicitly programmed, instead learning patterns 

from experience, for example by recognising 

patterns from many examples of data.

MANAGED ACCOUNT
A portfolio account opened with a financial 

institution that is owned by one investor 

who then appoints a third party to managed 

the assets within it in accordance with a set 

investment strategy. The assets of a managed 

account are not co-mingled but remain those of 

the investor.

MICA
Short for “Regulation in Markets in Crypto 

Assets”, this is draft EU legislation which is 

intended to provide an EU-wide set of rules for 

cryptoassets and activities in cryptoassets.

MIFID
UK legislation and rules regulating markets in 

financial instruments (UK MiFID framework) 

which apply to firms providing services 

to clients linked to ‘financial instruments’ 

(generally: shares, bonds, units in collective 

investment schemes and financial and 

commodity derivatives), and the venues where 

those instruments are traded. Originally an 

EU direction, Markets in Financial Instruments 

Directive (2004/39/EC).

MINING
The process by which new cryptoassets enter 

into circulation and new transactions are 

confirmed by the network, it is performed 

using sophisticated hardware that solves a 

complex computational maths problem. When 

a problems is solved, the miner is awarded the 

next block of cryptoassets and the process 

recommences with a trickier problem.

MONEY LAUNDERING, 
TERRORIST FINANCING 
AND TRANSFER OF FUNDS 
(INFORMATION ON THE 
PAYER) REGULATIONS 2017 
As amended, the MLRs including the 

requirement to be registered with the FCA by  

9 January 2021 in order to continue to carry on 

business. Cryptoasset businesses which trade in 

the UK must be registered with the FCA before 

beginning to conduct business.

 

NATURAL LANGUAGE 
PROCESSING
An interdisciplinary field of computer science, 

artificial intelligence (AI), and computation 

linguistics that focuses on programming 

computers and algorithms to analyse, process, 

and understand human language.

 

NON-DISRUPTIVE FINTECH
FinTech products or services that trigger 

incremental innovation and increase efficiency 

in established and often mature sectors of the 

financial services industry. The opposite of 

disruptive FinTec. 
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NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS 
(NFTS)
These are cryptoassets that represent the 

proof of title to a unique digital asset. They 

are digital tokens that are the equivalent 

of certificates of ownership for virtual (and 

sometimes physical) assets, such as works of 

art, collectibles or music.

OPEN BANKING
A framework to allow banking customers 

to provide access to their banking data and 

accounts to trusted third party financial 

services providers (typically tech startups 

and online financial service vendors) through 

application programming interfaces (APIs). 

  

PEER-TO-PEER 
AGREEMENT
Also known as P2P agreement. An 

agreement under section 36H(4) of RAO, 

where a lender (an individual or relevant 

person) provides credit to a borrower 

(an individual or relevant person) for an 

amount less than or equal to £25,000, 

and the agreement is not entered into by 

the borrower wholly or predominantly for 

the purposes of a business carried on, or 

intended to be carried on, by the borrower. 

 

PROOF OF CONCEPT
A demonstration intended to verify the 

potential of certain concepts or theories 

for real-world application and could be 

commercialised. 

PROOF OF STAKE
A cryptocurrency consensus mechanism for 

processing transactions and creating new 

blocks in a blockchain

PROOF OF WORK
A system that requires feasible amount of 

effort in order to deter frivolous or malicious 

uses of computing power.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE KEYS
The public key is comprised of a string 

of random numbers and can be used to 

encrypt a message, which only the intended 

recipient can decipher and read by using the 

associated private key, which is also made 

of a long string of random numbers. This 

private key is a secret key, and must remain 

known only to the recipient. The key pair is 

mathematically related so that whatever is 

encrypted with a public or private key can 

only be decrypted by its corresponding 

counterpart.

 

RAO
The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

(Regulated Activities) Order 2001 No. 54. 

Among other things, the RAO sets out the 

activities and types of investments which fall 

within the FCA’s regulatory perimetre

REGTECH
The adoption and use of technology by 

regulated financial services firms and other 

market participants to help them to follow 

and meet regulatory and compliance 

requirements, such as reporting, more 

efficiently or effectively than established 

legacy systems.

 

REGULATED TOKENS
In the UK, tokens that fall into the category of 

security tokens or e-money tokens.

 

http://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/6-568-2787?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=PLUK1.0&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
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REGULATORY PERIMETER
The regulatory perimeter describes the 

boundary that separates financial services 

activities which are regulated in the United 

Kingdom, generally by the FCA, from those 

which are unregulated.

REGULATORY SANDBOX
A controlled, supervised space within which 

both authorised and unauthorised financial 

firms can test innovative products, services, 

business models and delivery mechanisms 

in the real market, with real consumers, with 

the support of a regulatory authority for a 

limited time. It offers tools such as restricted 

authorisation, individual guidance, waivers and 

no-enforcement-action letters. 

 

ROBO-ADVISORS
Information technology applications that 

underpin automated advice models. Robo-

advisors combine digital interfaces and 

Algorithmic trading, including machine learning 

models, to provide a range of financial services 

advice. This may include automated financial 

recommendations, contract brokering and 

portfolio management. Robo-advisors can be 

standalone firms and platforms or in-house 

applications run by incumbent  

financial institutions.

 

SAFT
A simple agreement for future tokens, it’s all 

in the name. It is a contractual investment 

agreement in the cryptoassets between crypto 

developers and its investors whereby the 

developers seek to raise funds to futher develop 

their cryptoasset and then sell 

SECURITY TOKENS
Tokens with specific characteristics that give 

the token holder rights akin to those provided 

by “specified investment” in the UK like a 

share or a debt instrument as set out in the 

RAO. They must reach the RAO definition of 

specified investment. Security tokens fall within 

the regulatory perimeter and firms carrying on 

“specified activities” involving security tokens 

will need to ensure are properly authorised and 

have the correct permissions under FSMA and 

comply with relevant rules and requirements.

SMART CONTRACT
A self-executing contract (created using 

blockchain or other Distributed ledger 

technology (DLT)) where the terms of the 

agreement between the parties are written 

into code that exists across a distributed, 

decentralised blockchain network. The terms of 

the contract are then executed and enforced 

on the occurrence of specified events in the 

contract, which can trigger financial flows or 

changes of ownership, without the need for 

further action by the parties.

 

The software can also be used to make and 

execute chains or bundles of contracts linked 

to each other, all operating autonomously and 

automatically.

 

STABLECOIN
A hybrid breed of cryptocurrency that is often 

pegged to real assets (including Fiat currency). 

Algorithmic stablecoins do not back assets, but 

instead rely on mathematical rules to adjust 

their supply to match the demand for them. The 

algorithms will create or destroy stablecoins, 

with the aim of automatically stabilising their 

price against some other, typically fiat, currency. 

In the UK, stablecoins will only be regulated 

under FSMA if they meet the definition of 

e-money under the EMRs or a Security tokens.
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STAKING
The process of verifying cryptocurrency 

transactions which involves committing 

holdings to support a blockchain network 

and confirm the transactions and thus allows 

participants to earn passive income on their 

holdings. 

SUPTECH
The use of technologically enabled 

innovation by regulatory authorities in their 

role as supervisor of financial services firms.

 

TECHSPRINTS
Events that allow regulators to gather 

participants from across the financial services 

industry and beyond to develop ideas and 

discuss challenges. Participants in FCA 

TechSprints include large financial services 

institutions, RegTechs, FinTechs, academics, 

technologists and innovators. Also referred to 

by the FCA as “hackathons”.

 

TOKENS
In the UK, the term used to denote different 

forms of cryptoassets, which may be 

regulated tokens or unregulated tokens. 

These are categorised as exchange tokens, 

E-money tokens, security tokens and  

utility tokens.

 

UNREGULATED TOKENS
Any token that is not an E-money tokens or 

a Security tokens. This includes utility tokens 

and exchange tokens. These tokens fall 

outside the regulatory perimeter.

  

UTILITY TOKENS
Tokens that grant holders access to a current 

or prospective product or service, but do 

not grant holders rights that are the same as 

those granted by specified investments. They 

fall outside the regulatory perimeter under 

FSMA. Utility tokens that meet the definition 

of e-money fall within the E-money tokens 

category.

  

VIRTUAL CURRENCY
See Digital currency.

 

VIRTUAL WALLET
Also known as digital wallet. A virtual 

currency account (equivalent to a bank 

or payment institution offering a payment 

account) from which payment in virtual 

currencies can be made or received to and 

from other wallets.

  

VIRTUAL CURRENCY 
EXCHANGE PLATFORM
Providers engaged primarily and 

professionally in exchange services between 

Digital currency and Fiat currency (see Article 

1(1) of the Fifth Money Laundering Directive 

((EU) 2018/843) (MLD5)).

 

http://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-015-4416?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=PLUK1.0&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
http://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/w-015-4416?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=PLUK1.0&transitionType=PLDocumentLink&contextData=(sc.Default)
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Cummings Pepperdine LLP - May 2022

We have taken great care to ensure the accuracy of this document. However, it is written in general terms, is for general 

guidance and does not constitute advice in any form. You are strongly recommended to seek specific advice before taking 

any action based on the information it contains. No responsibility can be taken for any loss arising from, action taken or 

refrained from on the basis of this publication. Nothing within this document may be copied, re-printed or similar without prior 

written permission from Cummings Pepperdine LLP.

THE TEAM
Cummings Pepperdine is a leading advisor in 

crypto. We are one of a select few that advises a 

large and diverse global client base in the crypto 

space and the only to provide a complete 

crypto solution building on the three key areas 

of law, tax and FCA with legal underpinning at 

every point.

 

In law, we have a team of qualified and 

regulated solicitors and barrister who retains 

right of audience.

 

In tax, we have one of the only crypto tax 

advisors who is both a qualified solicitor and 

qualified chartered accountant.

 

In regulation, our team comprises specialists in 

crypto compliance monitoring structures and 

governance oversight who are known to the 

FCA for the quality of their work.

 

The team is led by Claire Cummings, a leading 

solicitor specialising in crypto law and the 

current and evolving regulation. Claire is on 

the advisory boards of a crypto exchange and 

an NFT gaming guild and is also a member of 

the Global Digital Finance working group on 

stablecoins. Claire has also acted as compliance 

officer, MLRO and director of an FCA regulated 

fund manager and qualified under SIB to trade 

derivatives. As a leading expert in crypto, Claire 

is a sought after speaker and has published 

multiple articles on the legal and regulatory 

issues surrounding cryptocurrencies and the 

crypto eco-system.  Claire is named at the Top 

10 influencer in London for hedge funds (2&20, 

2022) and is included in the CityWealth  

Crypto Top 100

Michael Borrelli is the head of regulatory 

solutions at Cummings Pepperdine. Michael has 

spent almost a decade in financial services at 

both buy-side and sell-side firms putting in place 

tailored regulatory architecture for FICC trading 

as well as cryptoassets. He has held senior 

positions in firms regulated by the FCA and at 

a Virtual Asset Service Provider (VASP), working 

across and with teams in the back, middle and 

front-office.

Michael has a BA in economics, a masters in 

law, an MBA and has completed the renowned 

courses in crypto at the University of Oxford and 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Claire Cummings  
and Michael Borrelli

mailto:michael.borrelli%40cummingspepperdine.com%20?subject=
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